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ABSTRACT

The objectives were to study wave generation mechanisms for two underwater shots, Wahoo and
Umbrella, and to examine the terminal effects of these waves by inundation studies. These
studies were to be integrated with the results of previous nuclear explosions under related ge-
ometries to the end that rational prediction might be made of the water waves resulting from
future nuclear explosions.

Instrumentation for these shots consisted of various types of underwater pressure-time re-
corders, shipboard-mounted gyro-referenced inclinometers, cameras, and inundation gages.
Instrument failure was very high for Wahoo; however, Umbrella was more successfully docu-
m6nted.

Results of Wahoo have been deduced primarily from a photographic record of the motion of
a deep-moored floating station (coracle) supplemented by pieces of information from other in-
complete records. The piecing together of the data allowed a reasonably reliable extrapolation
to the first node of the wave envelope for a deep water record at 4,500 feet range from surface
zero.

This record was compared with the theory in Reference 1 and found to give very good agree-
ment for source conditions of a parabolic depression with a 213-foot initial depth and a 940-foot
radius. Photographs of the plume at + 7. seconds corroborate this lateral dimension.

Because Wigwam was the only other nuclear shot which could be readily compared with Wahoo,
the results from that shot were closely reexamined and the same reconstruction techniques ap-
plied as for Wahoo. Crater dimensions derived from application of the theory of Reference 1
indicated a deeper and narrower paraboloid than for Wahoo. Correlation of the theoretical wave
envelope with that recorded was not as close as for Wahoo, but this can be ascribed to the fact
that all the energy for the Wigwam waves was not released from surface zero at a specific time.
The significant fact is that the higher group velocity measured for Wahoo waves was due to its
greater crater radius despite the fact that the Wigwam waves contained more energy.

A very rough scaling relationship between Wigwam and Wahoo can be derived, but it is im-
portant to recognize the limitations of any formula based on such scanty data.

The transition from cube root to fourth root in scaling from small to large yields was ex-
plored and illustrated by means of Project Seal data.

Umbrella wave records were obtained from three pressure-time recorders at close range,
two pressure-time recorders and an inclinometer at intermediate range, and a long-range
pressure-time-recording shore station.

The data obtained was analyzed in the same manner as for lagoon shots in previous opera-
tions and was found to coincide with the extrapolated Operation Redwing data for a device of
equal yield detonated at the surface. The enhancement of wavemaking efficiency due to submer-
gence, which has been observed for all other underwater nuclear shots, was not observed for
Umbrella. It may be hypothesized that the location of the device on the bottom allowed it to
transmit much of its energy directly into the earth, as a surface shot transmits the preponder-
ance of its energy into the atmosphere.

Inundation from Wahoo was much greater than anticipated. Inundation from Umbrella was
negligible because of the protection afforded the islands by an extensive lagoon reef.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the final results of one of the projects participating in the military-effect
programs of Operation Hardtack. Overall information about this and the other military-effect
projects can be obtained from ITR- 1660, the" Summary Report of the Commander, Task Unit

3." This technical summary includes: (1) tables listing each detonation with its yield, type,
environment, meteorological conditions, etc. ; (2) maps showing shot locations; (3) discussions
of results by programs; (4) summaries of objectives, procedures, results, etc., for all projects;
and (5) a listing of project reports for the military-effect programs.
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chapter 1

INTRODUCTMO

1.i OBJECTIVES

-The sh~cttves WeTtoishmdy ~u've gmt Uca S o nwiudetteims W eoo
and UmbreLLa, .an to mlnete term~al sf fe1,ts aofiee-muve-by- to vtudies. -Mmee
abod,6es were to- be tntepvated mtirtbeTeazts af-pevt==1=inclr vxpminia1 rohated ge-
mometrtes to the esnd that ratiosal Vreftetion-adltbe ae of-tim-.w~wmatering-f ron
tature mucisar expisims.

1.2 BAlaMMUND

1-2.1 General. _"Tbe ----- ettoof wavs gmrated by racear ioius baabeen-the
bettve of T sea reb proects tar Opmations Cresama, 'Ivy, Catle, Wiymm, mn&4ftdwtng.

-"his mork iAmAatmzys been copicated itymay taxftrs, tmetudtog-test-,area Wometry, Instru-
mment tatlure, and aarV pp. bebeen~data. Althoughi a ewtaiuminnt of aimoprcal~Ata-was
gathe'red 4qltcablde to parttcaiar shots, Vrogress tardan - 1ottbe Woeatve
mechutm and the deeopent of a =ztveisal seating twla.4am s, lw.

-The ibulk of pertinent data-frm previous inuciear tss &amtdj devices mistmted
ion bxrges monred weer varying depths of ater wttiin Ukai m1'Jdwm~ok.1xZmnIs. Ja dattion
to these.mulace shots, there were two in which the dewtce was dm7Td: 9hot--bker during
Opermatlon Crossroads and Got Wigm.

Work on a aborutory scale, ihas~aso been -coducted, both bahimall iheisv amw
and with geometrically defined Initial dihimbeances. In such * 11 -P ttion, it is possible to
conduct many tests and to repeat perteriuaces that-Trqutre 'vmriication. Ont eat oertumd,
there are cerftain didvanags: ( 1) the :uncertainty of -the rlAxtiop, ben the effects of
chemical and inuelear vmplosions, and (2) -np ctss of scaling wer -an extreme %age of
-yields where the functions of such wmscating quantities as Atmsheric Vpressre, gravity, vis-
cosity, and %surface tension must be considered.

L.2.2 Project Seal. Project 11sal was initiated by 'miliary interest in the Applicatton of
,offensive Inundation during World War II. -The imost signifcant work was -the conduct of a
series of tests with small 'TV charges in a basin of itemedtate depth. -The effect of
varying the location of the charge 'with respect to the mater surtace was amplered, and
certain critical depths of submergence -were discoered. 'The deeper of -these, designated
by the -project report (Reference 2) as the "lower critical dph, " correspends to that de-
fined in the theoretical work in Reference 3. 'The '"xppr critical depth" described in
Reference 2 as "adjacent to the water surface" was discovered to exhibit a very sharp
peak and to yield wave heights greater than the lower critical depth. 'This apper critical

dpth -has -never been predicted theoreically or verifie by iniepeoient rearch.



.1.2.3 Atiaker- -The first auclear device to -yield -,ater -waves of -intere~t was detonated
1AlBkinlIGaWn In 4046 am Afiot Maker of Gperation Crossroads. Water depth in -the -vicinity
of the _2O.4ktsice-mas,150 to 180 leet, And-the depth of submergence -was 65 feet. -This lagoon
depthzwas comparativelymuoh shallower thaniimt -fr -the 11al -tests, And-the depth of.submeAr-
Vance vhoanwmAait Tepresentative -of ifther of the icritical 4epths. -The-wave jdata recorded
min wedtitzipmmlmately I peremit of-Ahe-Vield wvas ronverted-to-water~wave-energy. A-model
knwas nde, ithe I dhflatkature ofwhic h-wams -Hr = constant, -where 11 -is the -wave

*oight'(eet)w-nd r deuthe range, (eet):fromi surface lmrigin. -Thelirst rrst-was-iannd to -trav-el
vithtrte-weliocity of a solitary mave:

-*Whare: C = elerity, ift/sec
g = Aceebsr thonidue-to~pravIty, it/sec
h twtrApth, 4"et

= -we hetght, beet; .smbscrtpt c _denotes-wave :crent jproperty

1.2.4 Alpeation:Catle. 4bieear devices; tested ining 4keraton CoAtl -fr -whichi mignfirant
41mi-XvW ~ ~ ldwr of mAngaton-range -And located on barges 'ii-MIin~iagoon.The generate d

maves-tavated-toititwave 'remdes 9over Vaths That were refracted -to -a-greater or -lesser de-
Xree h gmiftd~ftxpicabiity of the rsafts-to a scakinglaw. -The generalidilca-

,tionvstatthe-MIr Inudact wAsgain easant. Of~epgetrsignificane, Aumwever,
-zwarth e f tte~wvetaiireevsie -bytheecnds.t~o ts-1hionmnd-Yaakee, -with

-yids o"Amud 13.51Mt,-vespecttveiy, ttheirst andecond crests adiargenm tds-with a
Jong eialtow tmugb-itween. -- he slopes of -Oe crets-,were maggestive of solitary--waves. -This
-was-in contrast-wfthte records of Bhoflhmacr of Operation Cressroads-where -the first-trough
-was, -as often as sot, of grteateramplituadetiani either Adjacent 7crest.

1.2.5 JWatetways'Ziernnt-taton. Small scale -tests -with igh iwxpiosives -were conducted
bythe Corps of'ERoieers, U. S. A*rmy, -at-the ~tuwaysaeapertnmnt tation (WES) in 1252.
-These tstalwere-ittended to-mouxel-de effects of deisuating a 20O-ktonepon-in-typical harbors.
-The'ratio h/W" 3 wimre W. = device-yield, kilotons uptualet-TNT)-wmasmmcd to be a con-
vtant for geometric similarity, and -tests were - - 11 11 dwith a series of clarge sizes for each
of several scaled depths. -The depth of charge suboergence-wts -also varied. -The effect of
scaling by an arbitrary expoentifrom a yield of 220 Itdown to charges as small as 0.5 piound of

-TN~T was to cliange-the-yield-depth relaftithips-all out of-proportion to-those Wnended. -The
recorded waves bore no remblance to those of Shotlkmker but were of-the form of -the much
shliewer (compared to yield) Castle shots. No critical usuergence was discovered, but then,
-the water was never so deep as-the lower critical depth, and-the region of -the upper critical
depth was not examined in detail.

1,2.6 Latoratory Studies. -These included two-dimensional studies by .1. E.-Prins jRefer-
ence 3) of waves generated by a local uniform elevation or depression of -the water surface.
-The iitial dtiturbance was established by elevating or depressing -the water surface in a box
-at ene ind of a bong-trough. -The lahoratory setup allowed close dimensioual control. In varyWr
the It ganjd elevation of -the initial disturbance as well as-the Watter depth, a series of records
was W~sned that was very revealing as to the tiansitions which wave -trains undergo as the gen-
eratmo and propagation pitnameters are varied. Wtth-the dimensions of -the initial disturbance
smll as compared to the water depth, the wave -train showed purely oscillatory characteristics
and was similar to those observed by Proet Selfra43-on'N hre in 13 feet ot
water. As the ratio of initial disturbance tn depth is increased, the first crest takes on Mort
and mnore of the soltary wave characteristics, both in form and velocity. -This is likened to thr

~~wust~y~Uim. 'Wt a-tuethrm= Ibe 11 1nh - Wae-o.4Wh vio, nearly
all asithe iny otftemmteleain -it ~ie d in a first rrest -s bg -as a-voltry -wave
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blocked until the arrival of a pressure signal in excess of the ambient value. Receipt of this
signal caused a detent to disengage; however, the bourdon was not allowed to receive any sig-
nals for about 4 seconds, to allow adequate time for subsidence of extreme initial pressures.
Subsequently, the system was open to all pressure signals. Figure 2.1 demonstrates the con-
struction of the protector.

2.4.4 Selfl-Referencing Wave Recorders: Gyro-Inclinometer. The slope-versus-time curve
for a surface station can be integrated to yield the wave height history. If the surface station
is a vessel whose length is small compared to the waves of interest and the vessel is oriented
bow or stern on the approaching waves, then the pitch angle of the vessel follows the slope of
the surface and way be recorded as such. Actually both the pitch angle and the relative heading
were recc-rded so that corrections could be introduced for departures from the end-on attitude.

The sensing element selected for these units was the Minneapolis-Honeywell LABS gyro. As
designed, these assemblies were used to feed pitch and roll information to an automatic pilot;
however, by rotating one axis through 900, they were made to aline the contained potentiometers
with the pitch and yaw axes. One leg of the pitch potentiometer was combined in a bridge circuit
so that the output was amplified and recorded on a standard strip-chart recorder.

One leg of the yaw potentiometer was used as a resistive element n a relaxation, or blocking,
oscilaor firing a thyratren tube that impressed a marginal dot on the same strip-chart record-
er. The oscillating frequency varied as the relative heading of the vessel.

The basic pitch and yaw instrument was accessortzed by a battery-inverter power supply and
an electronic control system programed by sel-generated signals and signals from the EG&G
timing circuits. Stosequently, the controller operated in the following manner: Upon receipt
of an EG&G signal at H-5 minutes, the inverters and the gyro drive motors were activated.
At H- I minute, the gyro was triggered to uncage on the first hull motion through the horizontal,
and the oscillator and chart drive motors were started. At the end of a total run time of 15
mimites, the entire system shut down.

The above combination, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, allowed measurements of pitch to ±300
and yaw to ±60°.

2.4.5 Photographic Measurements of Wave Height versus Time. The Hardtack technical-
photography plan revealed that, in several instances, combinations of location, camera size,
and lenses gave promise of valuable coverage of target-array 'vessels and buoys. Such coverage,
using standard photogrammetric techniques, could give accurate elevation-versus-time curves
for floating objects. It was anticipated that an assortment of data on wave positions, periods,
and heights would be derived from analysis of technical photography.

2.4.6 Photographic Measurements of Shoreline Wave Heights. Whenever shorelines sus-
pected of experiencing significant wave action fell within the scope of the technical-photography-
plan camera stations, range and elevation poles were installed. Whenever these stations were
beyand the range to give adequate coverage of the shoreline area of interest, cameras with
timing systems were installed to view these areas.

The tontractor-installed 12- by 12-tnch wooden poles were painted with alternate horizontal
stripes of black and whIte, 2 feet wide on the vertical dimensions. The poles were set in con-
crete footings and were guyed wherever required. Photographs of these poles gave data upon
the inamation effects of the generated waves.

2.4.7 Yiml ad Pbotographic Records by Project Persomel. Wherever possible, project
per smnel were provided with handheld cameras and stop watches to record wave heights and
times of arrival at stations, such as piers projecting into the lagoom, and aboard ships at Yar-
e Ve ft wafree au. Wherever u s ed re poles of saitable caliber
were bobd on inh plers
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2.4.8 Can-Type Inundation Gages. On shorelines expected to receive significant wave action
but inaccessible to personnel at shot time, can-type yes-or-no gages were installed at 6-inch
increments of elevation to give readings of maximum water depth. Postshot examination for
salt water in these cans gave wave elevation on islands and at shorelines. These gages were
installed to cover elevations from mean water level to twice the predicted wave height.

2.4.9 Radar Scope Photography. Surface search radar of fleet operational type, when ad-
justed for high-sea return, could show the range as a function of time of the generated wave
crests (Reference 6). Plans were initiated to make these measurements during Shot Wahoo.
The scope camera and accessories used for Shot Wigwam were readied.

2.6 TEST-SITE OPERATIONS

2.5.1 Ahot Wahoo. Location of Project 16 stations and other sources of wave information
for Mhot Whoo are shown in Figure 2.3.

Ift was intended to install BRL gages in five of the Project 2,.3 deep-moored coracles. how-
ever, the subsurface hose-bladder assembly was damaged upon coracle installation for two of
these units, and time was insufficient to effect repair. At Shot time, Upon receipt of the firing
sigmal, the aneroid capsules for two of the remaining units were ruptured. The record pre-
tented by the one BRL gage that operated during Wahoo could not be interpreted.

Mark Vm wave recorders were installed and operated from Sites Emer and James. The
-$te James transducer was located Just off the reef between Sites 'Irwin and James and at a
water depth of 53 feet. The recording station, which also mounted two project cameras, was
carried away by Inundating waters from the shot after a partial record had been obtained. The
Site Elmer transducer was installed in the lagoon at a water depth of 43 feet.

'The cameras mounted on the Site James wave recorder cab were an F-56 and a K-25 aerial
camera. Tiey were conected to a common intervalometer and the field of view of the F-56
Included a clock. The F-56 was aimed east along the reef, While the K-25 was pointed toward
surface zero and the target vessel EC 2. Despite the inundation which completely flooded the
lower camera (F-MS), the film was salvaged and successfully developed. A range pole was
mounted on the reef In the field of view of the F-5,6 but was carried away by the third wave
crest, which crest also claimed the recording station.

Loolout Mountain Laboratories (LML) installed an unmanned 35-mm movie camera on Site
Henry (Figure 2.4) and aimed It toward surface zero. The field of view included the DD 592,
coracle 'tations U-4.) and U-4.6, and wave action on the Henry reef.

umdation gages were placed an Sites James and Olenn. Those on Site James were washed
away, Whereas these on Site Olean were above the level of maximum water rise.

The surface search radar aboard the USS Orlich was adjusted for maximum sea return, and
the radaracope was photegraphed during the event. However, no waves were observed.

A series of before-aind-after aerial photographs in both black and white and color were taken
of the ocean 'Shoreltne from Site Glem to Site Keith. In addition, a postshot survey gave an ap-
proximate record of the maximum water level rise on these islands.

2.5.2 -Shot Umbrella. Location of Project 1.6 stations and other sources of wave information
for 7So _-Ubrella are thown in Figure 2.4.

Inasmuch as the turtle wave recorder was expressly designed for close-in recording in slal-
low water, three of these instruments were installed as close to surface zero as prospects of
instrument survival, relocation, and recovery deemed practicable. They were installed in
water depths of approximately 160 feet at ranges of from 1,350 to 1,750 feet from surface zero.
Although the instrument locations were adequately marked with boys and all buoys were visible
on the'day ollowtg the 'At, the recovery progmm ws delayed by factors beyad the eoktrol
;of aject permmel, vlth the reaft that all boys a been dsbtyed by surkee vesels by
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D+S days. One instrument was recovered on D+ 1 but recovery of the other two turtles was
complicated in the extreme In that __ -o-z--ately 400 mazi-dtves were required. The second
uit mw recovered on D+4 14 and the remaining unit on D+ 15.

The gyro-Incinometers installed for Wiaboo remained aboard the same vessels for Shot
Umbrella. Thle Instrument aboard the DD 474, at a range of 1,930 feet from surface zero,
malfunctioned due to an undetermined cause. The instrument on the DD 593 performed sat-
Istactorily.

Two BRL gages were readied to operate in Project 2.3 coracles. On D-1 day, the moorings
assignmed to these two coracles suffered damage. One was cut free by a surface craft, and the
second came adrIft. Because the pressure hose to the one had ruptured, that station could not
be rewactivuated. Thbe uhrstation was readied, but the coracie containing the instrument was
.attarind to a mooring tiat did! mot lave the subsurface pressure sensing assembly.

11n addtion to the two corarle Instailations planned for Umbrella, Project 1.6 installed BRL
gages in tim mooried 16-loot fiberglass sfs. "Upon receipt of the firing signal, the aneroid
capsule of awe of these was ruptured by the automatic pressurizing system. The second operat-
~ed as iaqpected., but as 1or Wlauo, the record could not he Interpreted.

i addtio to the Mark VII recorder Installed oef Site Ilt'r, a Mark VMI station was op-
erated frmSte Binary daig Usabrella. Thke transducer was placed In a lagoon water depth
of 68 feet and abhest 3,30 lest oiffsure.

A K-17 cara was borrowed from Program 9 and uvalmted an the roof of the instrument
cub =n my. This mas opetbed tn corijuton uvth the project 1L-25 camera that survived
'the Waiwo looo2tio. Mab the eyot, both coaeras were exposed to a dosage of 105 r, and
the lead abswtt, wth which they were shielded, was lanadeuate to prevent logging.

A yot 'targret buoy vs uspecLUSl pbaced to be tn the field of view of cameras located on
Site Biawy, Wi .11 the fM frm Ibe caweras wa~s fogge Phofte from other locations indt-
ate '~tinU boy u"souried by tUm his our"e darIng passage of the wave train.

Pro~ject prrnl placed 300 Iaofta gap alf the lawmn abrellnes hrow Site Men
to Site lefth. because of the misaor eatoo at the wave ation, however, non of the gages were
"ehd by OAstiMg mubrs.

Protect SA, vftft mes also Mevreeted in soinorlce pressiare me wf, installed
subsurface pressure-time remode" a t thas om ranglag from 5,=D0 to 44,000 feet fromn
surface -zero. Two of these, Vb~ftris P1 and P3, operatedscesfly
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

3.1 SMHT WAHOO

3.1.1 Data Obtained. Stations at which wave data was obtained from Shot Wahoo are shown
in Figure 2.3. Each observation at a particular location constituted only a partial record for
that station.

The closest range at which wave action was observed was that of the target vessel EC 2,
2,100 feet from ground zero. Tis was a photographic observation by the K-25 camera mounted

at Site James and eposlag at approximately 2-second intervals. The base surge obscured the
vessel soon after passage of the first trough and it did not reappear until after the third trough.

A posible inde is indicated by the record.
An LML movie camera located on Site Henry viewed wave action at two Project 2.3 coracles,

U-4.0 and U-4.8, at surface zero ranges of 3,900 and 4,100 feet, respectively. The length of
the target vessel DD 5S2, oriented broad on in the field of view, was used for calibration. Cor-
acle U-4.0 was enveloped by the base surge after the passage of the first crest, and upon next
sighting, the coracle had obviously come adrift and could no longer describe the wave motion
at its original station. Coracle U-4.8 was never in the base surge but was periodically obscured
by the preceding crests, while in the troughs and after the fourth crest, it was obscured by surf
action at the beach. Approximate times of the crest arrivals at the Henry reef could also be
measured from the camera record.

The Mark VIII recorder on Site James operated through the fourth crest at which time it was
interrupted by the inundating third crest. The recorder was driven off scale by the amplitudes

of the third crest, third trough, and fourth crest; however, maximum values were closely esti-
mated from geometric considerations.

3.1.2 Data Reduction. It was necessary to establish the zero time of wave generation, which
is hypothesized as the time at which the water crater attains its maximum volume. The avail-
able data presented two methods: by observation of timed photographs of surface effects and by
analysis of period versus time (dispersion data) from wave records. The dispersion curve
depends upon water depth of propagation, range, and time. The dispersion theory of Reference
1 has been shown by References 4 and 5 to reliably define the period-time function. For Wahoo,
because of the water depth, over the preponderance of the T - t curve, the Reference I disper-
sion theory coincides with the relationship well established for infinite depth water:

T = (4 r,r)/(gt) (3.1)

Where: T = period, seconds
t = time, seconds

Uncertainties due to bottom contour are thereby effectively eliminated.
Examination of the periods from the record for which absolute time was most accurately

recorded, Station 160.03. Indicated tht a wave zero time of 9 seconds as referred to shot time

would effect the best agreement with dispersion theory.
Phaographs of surface effects were studied with a view to estimatbng the time at which the

mexloslon grss pased through the surface. This appeared to be at about 7 seconds.
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-Shot time plus 8 -seconds was -selercted as the -zero time for purposes ,of analysts of wave
prpgation. 'Times -referenced in this'report -should be -so understooda~nless 'so time -is

-spe-cifited.
Motion of the-,Coracles -U-4._O-and U-4.8,~was transcribed from the film by means of .a Van-

guard-motion analyzer. -A-smooth--curve 'was -constructed through the -data. 0any the first
tr.ough was o-bserved atCoracle J.J-4.'O. -Beeause troigh positions ,of-tortacle U--4.,8 tould not
alwa~ys be observed, the envelope -of the ,wave train .was -assumend-symmetrieal -about the -still-
water level, 'and the troughs wereweccordingly -constructerd from thie -carest *env~elope. A -plot :,Of
'the wavev:eriods-showed a-significant departure from theory evenater the 8-second :correction
for -zero time had been made. -Although the f ii speed had -beennominaily.24 irge-'ser gonI,
-a-speed-of 227 framers per-.seconid was found to -give 4od groemenit -between th~e -*eberved ~and
theoretical'-periods. 13ecaUsesudh. a, -departure in fiUrn-.:peed was 'iot mmic i~red unireasonaJble
for- a cagmera that had not'bwen itended for -tedhnical -Photogralphy, thie '.wayeT_'reord vwas adjusted
-accordingly. -This -adjustment also brought theb-bserved '.ave periods on Henxy 'reef inito agr-ee-
'ment with -dispersion theory.

CObservatioiis of 'wave -periods aild'r-elative amlitudes on the Senry Teef Audicate afi~tde In
-thewave-enveler at utC285-seccnlds. -Ashoththe-th-eory--oftReterrnce 1 am -erim-ental
data iof Referewze5-Ahow that this is -a -feature -of am~ave that movesatvonstant "-lority from
the -oiin, it was -prOjettd bankto-%how the time ait Vhk~h 'nboe ould -be ,exped-ed attatkion
f60. 03 and at-U-4 --8. -The wave envelopes -wtre th-enzconstructed through thtege -Vjointsaidt~he
wave -vecords. extrApolated -out-to the -node. -The-perinds of ,"c-b tuct~d~ave-s "ere a'soer-
-tamd froiperidn theory.

The reconstructed curves are-shown in 1!igure _3.1 together 'with the partial -renb'rds fr,-m 'the
IC .2, theCoracle U-4.0, and the'lHenry -reef. -e-no Btr tttedS:gections-ar-e indlcflted -by -broken
lines.

-Thle feery cefitent of tihe first group of waves, which 'magy -be coonsider-ed asctaining the
-protdertAae of e'nerg of tihe train, Was icalculatod f rom the 'reontrutid.-4A8 'record. In
this operation the wavieform asai consider-ed as'-Sinusoldal and the lwtter 'depth, asinfinite. TFor

'aves'near the front of the train, where the error from the l'atter assumnption might be-signfi-
cant, the'vave amplitudes are-so low that their _-contribution'to the total energy -of the train is
insignificant. "Mhe energy of the firist-wave -group at-4;Wb-foot -range -was 1.3 X -112ft-lb. -A
meanIngful measurc'ment of theteergy at':Statfon 160.03 -cannot be bla~de, because the 'recorded
ablplitudes have undoubtedly been inf luefted-by refiection -of the Wavle train f rom the -nearby reef.

*Me aimplitudes-shown in the' 'Sttion 180.03 record of Pigure -3.1 have been corrected for the
attenuationi of-subsurface penmare due to water'depth 9ndv-aveleagth. Itefereinne "7V-as uiged
for this pur-pose. -No efe'rene of the-Shallow Water to -deep Vater Wave heights has been inade,
alttvotgh this Would be desirable to allow a direct comdpartison betWeen-stati-ons. -An impusiely
generated Vave train 'reprftents an unsteady-stte itondition, that is, the flow of energy past
any point is 'not constant but va'ries 'rblghly as the'squa're of the am~plituide envelope. The tables
of Riefer-ence I7 that lrelaite-shallow Water to deep Water Wave height have a constant energy flux
as their premise and a're therefore 'not a"piceable to the transient cate.

3y 'way of illustration It can be-shown that for the -extreme case of referring the height of a
'wave travelinag in 've'ry-shallfw 'water (C = -)W) to its height in deep Water. 'ieferonce'7 gives

iio- = 7i h(3.2)
Where: -subscript o denotes the deep 'Water tonditio'n

X = WaVeleigth

it can be -shown that this transformation does not conserve the enerk, of the individual *tve;
tberefore, If tile -amplitudes of -a Wave train 'were adjusted according to Equation 3.2, the re-
'salting Wiue 'Will Inot be "rpreetiftive of how the Wavwe trAin Wouzld pear at the-sable 1-ahge
in deep 'water, because thle total *eerg 'will 'not be the-samne.
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An alternate premise of considering the energy to be conserved 'within each wave reaches
the folowimg zonclusion:

31 *1 711(3.3)

A shallow 'water :record rmeered to deep water by Equation 3.3 'wil now sbow the same energy,
bat the resultazt cnwe stn :does mot repxresent the 'wave train after travel to the same range
-over :deep -water, because the strzurture -of the train (number of significant 'waves) has been
ltred by shouing'.

:ItgWears, then, tbat any attem~tt ee h eodo ainTD.3t dee 'ater 'wul
be mnisleing, and it is, therefore, left as recrded.

It ahould -be noted that the referring xf -a Zrurdtrfromoe sbalow depth to another ;shallow
Septh -byte Applirtn -af -17reis la'w Soes mot result an these Inconsistencies. For shalow
water both -bille w* osiee p ie aprevalent- Because the energy is travel-ing
zt the phase -velni~y., thea~eis -no 41alwersion,

4., -Comqparison 'with -etherp Shots.. -ther shots 'wlfxh 'were beld in -conparablt eomietries
and for vhich Aata 'was arvailable 'were Slbt WIgwam~ and Shot 14'723C of the Seal seres (Refer-
-t-tee .2).. Sor *ach 'of these -the tb'ar-ge was submnerged, and the 'water 'was sufficiently Sdeep so
that the va%e train was oaf -oSrilintory borx -without sofltary 'wave zarteristics.

43 1.~4 Shot WIgwamn. Mhe Vigwam data, wich, hike that frbam Wahoo, 'was ztaimed photo-
graphitcally, was reexanilned, ,and thie same rezovtrurtion measures inituted asibor the W-ao
torarde :record. It vas derA&ded that -Analysis -could Nest b~e based -on -the :mtbbon zd the "YIB l12

-a-t 52-Ifoet range. eonstruicied -data is shbovn in ITigue Z. 'he 4isper-sion -data iiidicated
-a wave,gener~ation aero tie -of shobt- time ,lus 1 seconds. 'hs-onie wt h ie-bev
.ed for thie veintxg -of 'the -eplsin pas rrs, olu~ted azrding :to Itefeaeere :1, 'were in
-excellent .agree-ment 'with those observed tor majorx waves and Alsb disclbsethebloin o
.of Vrimary -signiffcance:: the iitst 'trbugh amnd xxr-est vhich were obse--rved by raceiw z -were
.actually preceded -by -another full -cycle -a-nd wiere, in fact, thte bor't geierated trbugh and crest.
'The energy -of'the first trzugh and -crest 'was -dispeTsed belbw an oabgervable Ievel and, :therefore.,
-could not :be -detected photographically -aggainst the oczan biackgr-bunid.

A -wav-e .Aniplitude envelope waIuiiul otu -te fr the first wave grbup -and tezrgy
'measurement -based thereon. 'The value -calculated was Z:6'5 X1 I-'ft-in, whiPch givies a 'wve-
-making efficieincy-of -3.'4 'percenyt. tepcause this "analysis consiers -nore vaves than that zof
'Referenc e 6, the efficiency is "actordingly higher.

'An -amplitude envelope, -giving '.the -samTe Inode-and maximTur 4aS that -observied, Nfasz -alculated
according to 'teference 1. -The inta cniin-sumdws- aaoodl4peso.'The
dimensions indicated for'the c-rater were -a 1610-100t Tradius -and -k -3=4oot-Adoresson-at the
origin. Agreement betw-een -the observed -and calculated envelopes, -ast stfwn by $'Igure -,

,was not as good as that for Wthoo.
The observed group velocity, Vhich is the velocity of the mnaximUmn -of the veolo ,

Was -51 ft/-sec for Wahoo as compared to-46 ft/isec for Wiwm. Azcording to Aeference 1, the
group veloc ities for disttu'bancos of t he -samne -geomnetric type 'varied -ireqctly -as the -crater ra-
dius. The lower group velocity for Wigwam i-stherefore -due to thetsmall-e lateral Aimnension
of its crater despite the fact that the -systorm contained more ene'rgy.

-It 'should be borne in mind that the term "crater" 'might not be enmtirely -qaphlcable to -gWabi,
because the great depth of -submergente undoubtedly led to-a breaking 41p -of the 'bubble -before -it
reached the 'surface, as the multiple Yonting obserred at the -surfact-e -would indiceato. Als, on-
densatlon of the ga-s bubble was probably -significant in decreasing the Potential of the *ytom.
This -would be compensated in part by Induced -upwellitg of the 'wateT *SurroUndIng the -bubble.

The varlous pkpers of ltefetente.-3 point out the ttimplexittes -etout-red In -defining the
rnechanics of An un-derwater explosion after -the first Eipansion obfthe -gs -globe. -lculattng



the energy that may be converted to surface waves would seem to be almost a problem in prob-
abilities rather than the application of the usual form of empirical scaling equation. The fol-
lowing derivation, then, should be considered as giving only an indication of what results might
be expected from explosions below the lower critical submergence.

The energy contained in a large underwater bubble is directly proportional to its volume and
submergence.

Qb = 4/3vR s Zpg (3.4)

Where: Qb = energy, foot pounds; subscript b denotes bubble property
R = radius of generative condition, feet

V the requirement for geometric similarity of submergence of bubbles is Z o R, then

Scc le (3.5)

Assuming the efficiency of bubble formation to be constant with yield;

Qb wc W (3.6)
The first step in establishing a scaling rule was to explore the variation of wavemaking effi-

ciency, with relative submergence. The function QW/W was plotted against Z/W 4 in Figure
3.3 for Wahoo and Wigwam. The line connecting the data showed the relationship.

z I WTAS

W 11/41 orz 4  (3.7)

Where: subscrip W dutes wave train property

Decause the Objective isto relate this function of QW with the maximum wave height observed
at wug xe, an assmpU3on was necessazy as to bow H varied with r for deep water waves.
Lawtldicative e erimental data, Itwas ssumed that Hr = contant, which is in agree-
moatwith eremce 1. Tefumtion of Hr vwt QW was determined by plotting Br versus

In Figure 3.4.

Hr = ] 2O8 ) wm Z-14 (3.8)

1Iae mature af te pzloeu zad the reofiAlIty of the daft make it afttsahe to chmage the expon-
an Vt V tie were vmcovniet % , In wh hease the reLatioship becomes

As jvim joiM eat fis lomla Admat be cinsered to give mre then an tndica-
timof hntz'elt ua beuqattnlnu ealoios ~mge todee ~e. taild not

:be 4@*Udto*igeaoskm male fhe lomwr i1da s m e or mar the bottom or to small-

zetd I4s, 14'7.3, vticb- sat e obseed Iow crifical vage e
,* *met ITA* zr dv amk undt*mm fte stwow of the AbTke od Adekemc 1, and ea-
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was based on a depredsion whose radial dimension was chosen so that the theoretical node fitted
the observed node. The agreement between the envelopes predicted and observed was not en-
tirely satisfactory, the observed maximum occurring later in the first group than predicted.
Also predicted, but not observed, was a bore whose amplitude was approximately half the maxi-
mum amplitude of the first group.

The energy of the wave train at 50 feet was found to be 8.25 x 10' ft-lb. Equating this to the
energy of a paraboloidal depression, 7r/6 p g (R,7) 2 , where 71 = amplitude, with R = 11.1 feet
as determined from the position of the first node, 77 = 4.46 feet.

The calculated phase zeros, which are independent of the initial disturbance, were in excel-
lent fit throughout the entire first group at 50 feet, and throughout most of the first group at
126 feet.

To compare Shot 147.3C with Wahoo and Wigwam, the scaling law given by Equation 1.2 was
used. Although the atmospheric pressure influences the radius of the bubble formed by a given
explosion, the energy that may be transferred to the surface waves from a given size bubble is
quite independent of atmospheric pressure. The energy equivalence between the bubble, tangent
to the stillwater level, and surface waves, then becomes

e 1 4/37rRipg = QV (3.10)

where c1 is the efficiency of the process, assumed constant.
The energy of the wave train measured at the closest station was 8.25 x 10' ft-lb. Substitut-

ing this value in Equation 3.10 and assuming 100-percent efficiency gives R = 4.21 feet, in good
agreement with the actual submergence. This result is highly encouraging, because this par-
ticular shot was found experimentally to lie at a critical submergence. Substituting R = 4.21
feet for Zcr in Equation 1.2 and solving for the efficiency of conversion of chemical energy to
bubble potential, 6 2 , gives

62 = 11 percent (3.11)

An energy equivalence of 1.5 x 106 ft-lb/lb of explosive was used. The charge contained 2
ounces of primer in addition to 41/4 pounds of TNT, so the weight of explosive was 4.38 pounds.
The efficiency calculated above compares with the value of 40 percent assumed in Reference 3.
It must be observed that c2 includes approximately (c 1)3/4 , but this value should be much near -
er to unity than the observed discrepancy would indicate.

Figure 3.5 was constructed on the form of Equation 1.2, using the above-derived efficiency
of 11 percent, and it scales the lower critical submergence observed for Seal up to the yields
of Wahoo and Wigwam. The datum points plotted for the two nuclear shots indicate that their
submergence was below the lower critical; therefore, the radii of the bubbles reaching the sur-
face were well below the maximum possible for their yields. The transition from cube root to
fourth root scaling is illustrated by Figure 3.5, the asymptotes of the equation being plotted.

No account has been taken here of the probable inequivalence of effects between chemical
and nuclear e~iosions.

3.1.6 bnundation Data. binndation data for Wahoo was obtained by a postshot survey, which
noted the heights reached by water and extent of penetration inland. These observations together
with selected photos of inndation effects are contained in Appendix A. Sites Irwin and James
were completely inundated. The heights to which debris was noted to be lodged in trees were
as great as 15 feet. Runup on adjacent islands was 5 to 9 feet above tide stage.

Reference 4 observed that the breaker height at the beach was approximately 2.5 times the
cres eght recorded in 60 feet of -water offshore. The James recorder showed a maximum
creA beWigt of 9.3 feet in 53-foot water depth. This represents a breaker height of about
23 leet, *hich agrees well with the observed inundation levels on the island.

3.2 SPOT WIBIELI

3,2.1 Data Otmaed. Stations at which data was obtained from Shot Umbrella are shown in
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Figure 2.4. Usable records were from the three turtles, the DD 593 gyro-inclinometer, Sites
Henry and Elmer Mark VHI stations, and from Project 6.8 Platforms Pl and P3.

3.2.2 Data Reduction. All subsurface pressure-time records were corrected for the attenua-
tion due to instrument depth and wavelength. This correction itself introduces a certain amount
of distortion into the record wherever the rate of change of period is great. This occurs at the
first crest and at envelope nodes where the phase reverses. Corrected records from the three
turtles and Platform P1 are shown in Figure 3.6.

The slope record from the gyro-inclinometer was numerically integrated to give a surface
displacement record. Here a drifting base line in the original record complicated the problem.
A new base line was established by arbitrary means prior to integration. Because the form of
the displacement curve is highly sensitive to the particular base line established, the record
can only be evaluated for period and an indication of maximum wave height.

The energy for the wave train was calculated, assuming radial symmetry and shallow water
velocity (Table 3.1). Records of shallow water explosions always commence with a crest that
arrives at a station at a time earlier than that predicted for a shallow water wave or even for
a solitary wave if calculated from the origin at zero time. Reference 4 concludes that this first
crest is the result of a water crater lip that is already advanced in range at the time taken as
zero for wave generation. As the shallow water depth results in very little energy dispersion,
energy of the remainder of the train following the first crest is considered equivalent to the
potential energy of the water crater. Taking energy measurements at the closest range station,
the dimensions of a water crater can then be calculated. For very shallow water, the assump-
tion that a cylindrical cavity extends to the lagoon floor is as good an approximation as any and
enjoys the advantage of simplicity. Table 3.1 also shows crater radii calculated from the three
turtle records. This is plotted versus yield in Figure 3.7, together with data from other nuclear
explosions. It is seen that the Umbrella crater radius is very near the extrapolated curve for
the Redwing surface shots, in contrast to other submerged shots that fall well above this line.

As the Redwing results showed W1/ 2 h g2 to be directly proportional to the wave energy for
surface shots, this function was also plotted as Figure 3.8, and the Umbrella data again coin-
cided with the surface shot data. A scaling law was then derived for surface explosions, using
the Umbrella data to extend the curve to lower yields.

Wave height versus range data was plotted in Figure 3.9 for well-documented lagoon shots.
The maximum crest height was used and referred to the depth of generation by Green's law.
It is necessary that the reference depth be a generation parameter rather than an arbitrary
value, in order to allow comparison between shots fired in various depths. For each shot, a
line was drawn defining Hcrn as constant. The exponent, n, varied from shot to shot but the
average value was 0.86. Hcr ° '8 6 was assumed to be a function of Q and was therefore plotted
versus W1/2 hg 2 in Figure 3.10. Each datum point in this figure represents an observation at
a particular station for a particular shot. The scaling equation derived from Figure 3.10 was

Hcr °-86 = 25 hgW1/4 (3.12)

As for previous scaling equations, caution should be exercised in applying it to conditions out-
side the range of data from which it was derived. Especially, as the ratio of crater radius to
water depth becomes less, the approximation of a cylindrical initial depression becomes less
valid.
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Figure 2.4. Usable records were from the three turtles, the DD 593 gyro-inclinometer, Sites
Henry and Elmer Mark VIII stations, and from Project 6.8 Platforms Pl and P3.

3.2.2 Data Reduction. All subsurface pressure-time records were corrected for the attenua-
tion due to instrument depth and wavelength. This correction itself introduces a certain amount
of distortion into the record wherever the rate of change of period is great. This occurs at the
first crest and at envelope nodes where the phase reverses. Corrected records from the three
turtles and Platform P1 are shown in Figure 3.6.

The slope record from the gyro-inclinometer was numerically integrated to give a surface
displacement record. Here a drifting base line in the original record complicated the problem.
A new base line was established by arbitrary means prior to integration. Because the form of
the displacement curve is highly sensitive to the particular base line established, the record
can only be evaluated for period and an indication of maximum wave height.

The energy for the wave train was calculated, assuming radial symmetry and shallow water
velocity (Table 3.1). 'Records of shallow water explosions always commence with a crest that
arrives at a station at a time earlier than that predicted for a shallow water wave or even for
a solitary wave ff calculated from the origin at zero time. Reference 4 concludes that this first
crest is the result of a water crater lip that is already advanced in range at the time taken as
zero for wave generation. As the shallow water depth results in very little energy dispersion,
energy of the remainder of the train following the first crest is considered equivalent to the
potential energy of the water crater. Taking energy measurements at the closest range station,
the dimensions of a water crater can then be calculated. For very shallow water, the assump-
tion that a cylindrical cavity extends to the lagoon floor is as good an approximation as any and
enjoys the advantage of simplicity. Table 3.1 also shows crater radii calculated from the three
turtle records. This is plotted versus yield in Figure 3.7, together with data from other nuclear
explosions. It is seen that the Umbrella crater radius is very near the extrapolated curve for
the Redwing surface shots, in contrast to other submerged shots that fall well above this line.

As the Redwing results showed W112 h 2 to be directly proportional to the wave energy for
surface shots, this function was also plotted as Figure 3.8, and the Umbrella data again coin-
cided with the surface shot data. A scaling law was then derived for surface explosions, using
the Umbrella data to extend the curve to lower yields.

Wave height versus range data was plotted in Figure 3.9 for well-documented lagoon shots.
The maximum crest height was used and referred to the depth of generation by Green's law.
It is necessary that the reference depth be a generation parameter rather than an arbitrary
value, in order to allow comparison between shots fired in various depths. For each shot, a
line was drawn defining Hcrn as constant. The exponent, n, varied from shot to shot but the
average value was 0.86. Hcr 0 . was assumed to be a function of Q and was therefore plotted
versus W1/2 hg2 in Figure 3.10. Each datum point in this figure represents an observation at
a particular station for a particular shot. The scaling equation derived from Figure 3.10 was

Hcr °0W = 25 hgW1/ ' (3.12)

As for previous scaling equations, caution should be exercised in applying it to conditions out-
side the range of data from which it was derived. Especially, as the ratio of crater radius to
water depth becomes less, the approximation of a cylindrical initial depression becomes less
valid.
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TABLE 3.1 WAVE DATA, SHOT UMBRELLA

Wave Energy, Radius of

Station Range Total Excluding Cylindrical
First Crest Crater

ft ft-lb ft-lb ft

163.01 1,700 13.2 x 1010 7.6 x 1010 187
163.02 1,350 13.5 x 100 10.0 x 1010 215
163.03 1,750 12.0 x 1010 7.3 x 1010 184
Project 6.8

Platform 1 8,300 7.4 x 1010 6.3 x 10°

Platform 3 44,700 8.8 x 1010 8.5 x 10'0

* Not applicable because of energy dispersion.
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from theoretical considerations. Absolute values for amplitudes on Henry reef could
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 CONCLUSIONS

Study of Wahoo waves and other deep water wave trains has indicated an area of agreement
between the theory of Reference 1 and observation. The amplitude envelopes could be approxi-
mately described by paraboloidal source conditions whose dimensions were of the same order
as those observed photographically. The primary uncertainty is in the factors determining the
aspect ratio of the initial disturbance.

The complex mechanics of underwater gas globes indicate that the derivation of a wave
scaling law for bubbles that vent at a time much greater than the first expansion is perhaps
unrealistic. However, perhaps a formula based on past observation will indicate the order of
magnitude to be expected. Experiments with detonations venting upon or before the first ex-
pansion of the gas globe should meet with successful empirical analysis.

Examination of model laws has indicated the feasibility of exploring the generation param-
eters on a much smaller scale than Wahoo and Wigwam. Although the transition from cube to
fourth power scaling of bubble energy with yield has been defined in Reference 3, it does not
seem to have been given much regard by students of explosion waves. Ignorance of this func-
tion of atmospheric pressure has led to gross errors in previous attempts at scaling from
small chemical explosions.

The height reached by inundating Wahoo waves on Site James was in the same ratio to the
offshore crest as that observed during Operation Redwing. Scaling of shallow water wave height
from deep water explosions, however, presents a complex problem.

The waves generated by Umbrella were not significantly different from what would have been
expected from a surface explosion of the same yield. Because all other submerged shots have
exhibited a marked increase of wavemaking efficiency over that for a surface shot, it must be
concluded that the proximity of Umbrella to the bottom was the unique circumstance that made
it the exception. Inclusion of the Umbrella data with that of Redwing surface shots has led to
a scaling formula of perhaps wider applicability.

The extent of penetration inland of inundation waters was inconclusive. Those islands directly
hit were totally inundated. Those only partially inundated were situated so that their beaches
were at a small angle to the bearing to surface zero. The impinging waves underwent consid-
erable refraction and consequent energy dispersion.

4.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The effort In future tests should be concentrated on direct measurement of generative
parameters as well as generated phenomena. Measurement of crater dimensions in deep water
explosions could perhaps be accomplished by sonar systems. The feasibility of such sonar
Anstrumentation should be studied. Examination of bottom cores from shallow water explosions
would probably yield valuable information regarding the crater shape before wash-back of
material during water crater collapse. The proximity to surface zero at which waves are
recorded must be pushed to the limit.

Instrument development must stay abreast of documentary requirements. The insufficient
allotment of time for this purpose, which extended contract negotiations have imposed upon the
pmo ba"m tsture programs. Otherwtse, compromise of the objectives
wl atu be the iwevitable remlt.
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Appendix A

IUNflATDN DATA

Included in this appendix are charts of Sites Glenn, Henry, Irwin, Jaxnes, and Xeith, showing
the extent of inundation from -Shot Wahoo, and the mnovement of large olects due to this inwida-
tion. Also included are -selected pre- and poet-Wahoo comparison photographs of Sites Henry,
Irwin, James, and Keith, and photographs of the arrival of the first three Wahoo crests at the
James-Irwin reef.

Inundated areas are shown on the charts by hatching. On these charts the island boundary
is, given by the high tide line, which is 5 feet above a datum approximately %/ foot below mean
low water springs.
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